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Rules Flowmission 

The Flowmission is a competition between committees that lasts for a complete academic 
year. For every activity of Flow, committees can earn points for attending these activities. 
Furthermore, points can be granted for the clothing worn during monthly drinks, the drunken 
rascal, feedback on subjects and monthly challenges. In addition, points can be granted for 
every form of help to the Daily Board.  

Attendance 

A committee can earn up to 4 points in total for attending activities and trips. The points are 
for a full committee attending an activity or trip. One point is added as a bonus point. 
Whenever a committee is not complete, 3 points shall be granted as a maximum. The division 
of these points are calculated in percentage. E.g. if 80% of a committee attends an activity, a 
committee can earn 2,5 points (0.8*3).  

Points for dressing up 

The points for dressing up is granted to the three committees that are dressed the best on the 
monthly drink. This is not affected whether a full committee attends this monthly drink. At the 
committee battle points will be granted as well for dressing up the best. If a committee attends 
a monthly drink dressed up, they will receive 0,5 points. The committee that dresses up the 
best earns 3 additional points, the committee that is placed second will be granted 2 additional 
points and the committee that is placed third will receive 1 extra point.  

 

The committee that is dressed up the best will receive a total of 3,5 points, the committee that 
is second will receive a total of 2,5 points, and the committee that is third will receive 1,5 
points. Any other committee will earn 0,5 points when they are dressed. No points for every 
committee will be granted if there is no theme to dress up for.  

Drunken rascal 

For every monthly drink two points will be granted for the person that is drunk the most. If a 
person misbehaves when being drunk (e.g.: vandalism, vomiting) the points will not be granted 
to this person. No points will be granted to low-key drinks. 

Committee battle 

At the committee battle points can also be granted for dressing up the best. For the first place 
a committee can earn 5 points, the second place will earn 4 points and the third place will earn 
3 points. The independent jury of the Committee Battle will determine the winners and the 
points.  

Helping the Daily Board 

A total of 0,5 or 1 point will be granted whenever a committee member or commissioner 
assists the Daily Board. No points will be earned with getting food or drinks or washing the 
dishes. Something will not be considered as help if it falls within your duties. The following 
things are considered as help to the Daily Board: 



● Writing subject reviews (0,5 points per review, a maximum of two points per person) 
● Pointing out spelling mistakes on the website (0,5 points, with a maximum of 15 points 

per committee per month). The web committee will only receive points whenever 
he/she has not posted this on the website themselves. The spelling mistakes should be 
mailed to secretary@svflow.nl with a screenshot and a link to the page of the spelling 
mistake. Whenever several people report a spelling mistake, the first mistake will be 
counted.  

● Every other activity such as handing out flyers for activities, labelling pens and handing 
out pens before exams.  

Whenever there is an opportunity to earn points by helping the Daily Board, this will be 
communicated to the General Board. Also the amount of points that can be earned shall be 
communicated.  
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Penalty points 

During the academic year the Daily Board is able to grant penalty points, which are deducted 
in the following situations: 

● Whenever a committee leaves stuff and/or leaves mess around in one of the Flow 
rooms, the board is allowed to deduct one penalty point. 

● Whenever a promotion date is requested too late (this has to be done at least 7 days 

prior to the promotion date), the board will deduct 0,5 points. 

● Whenever a promotion request form is delivered too late (this has to be delivered 
two days prior to the promotion date), the board will deduct 0,5 points 

● Whenever a promotion form does not meet the set requirements, 1 penalty point can 
be deducted by the Daily Board. 

● Whenever a budget is delivered too late (this has to be done two weeks at its latest to 
the treasurer via e-mail), the board will deduct 0,5 points. 

● Whenever a realization is delivered too late (this has to be delivered at least three 
weeks after an activity to the Treasurer via mail), the board will deduct 0,5 points. 

Drawing of lots  

Whenever it is required to draw lots for an activity, then the registration will count as the grant 
of the Flowmission points. The person that has been drawn out will be able to earn attendance 
points. Whenever someone unregisters for an activity, no points will be granted for the 
Flowmission. This does not account for a waiting list in the order of registrations.  

People in several committees 

Whenever a person is in more than one committee, then the attendance points will be granted 
to the committees this person is active in. The other points can be granted to one of the 
committees, or can be splitted among the committees. The choice is for the person that is in 
several committees.  
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Monthly challenges 

From the October drink in 2018, committees can earn Flowmission points by executing the 
monthly challenge. During the monthly drink, a monthly challenge will be announced via the 
screens in Klein Café van Horen Zeggen. Every committee that executes the monthly challenge 
correctly can earn 1 Flowmission point. The committee that has executed the monthly 
challenge the best according to the board can earn 2 additional points. This means that a 
committee is able to earn 3 points maximally for the monthly challenge per committee. The 
winners of the monthly challenge will be announced during the monthly drink on the screens 
in Klein Café van Horen Zeggen. The results are non-debatable.  

 

The monthly challenge should comply with the following criteria, whenever this is not the case 
the challenge will be considered invalid. 

● The challenge is completed fully 
● The challenge is completed with an as complete as possible committee excluding the 

board buddy of the committee. The board buddy of the committee is allowed to 
participate in the challenge. However, this is not mandatory. 

● The execution of the challenge should be a picture. Videos or voice memos will not be 
allowed. The only exception would be if the challenge specifically specifies that it 
should be a video or voice memo.  

● The picture should be delivered to secretary@svflow.nl. The deadline is the Sunday 
before the monthly drink at 23.59 o’clock.  
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